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ATTEND EASTER
SERVICES TOMORROW
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EASTER CANTATA
TONIGHT AT 8:30
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Search Talent
For Parts In
Campus Show
Student* Make Plant
Gigantic Musical
Revue

No. 24
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For

A call for talent went out last
week as the Masque and Mantle's committee of five began
plans for the University's first
all-student song and dance revue which will be given in the
University Auditorium on May
3.
The revue, states Jack Doanc,
chairman of the committee, will consist of a series of song and dance
acts tied together by a single theme
of continuity. The committee plans
U> have popular sons? written by students form the basis of the romantic
sequence, and all acting, directing
and producing will be done by students.
Writers Appointed
Two members of the committee of
five, Robert Baron and Richard Lilley, were named script writers, and
they have already selected and begun
work on the continuity theme. Other
members of the committee are Carroll Root and Frank Britt.
Thursday night approximately 50
representatives from every organization on the campus met with the
committee in room 300 In the Administration Building and organized
as a talent committee. This committee, stated Doane, is to search the
campus for talent suitable for the
song and dance review.
Members of the talent committee
reported their findings yesterday.
However, Doane stated, the search
has not yet ended, and additional reports concerning available talent are
still expected. Doane urged that stu
dents volunteer for parts in the play
and not wait for their talent to be
discovered.

Vacation Notice
Ea.ter recfii will begin on Friday. March 22, and cliun will
riiume on Monday morning-,
March 25, according to a statement from A. B. Conklin, dean
of men. The double cut penalty
will be in effect on Thursday,
March 22, and Monday, March
26, he added.
Sprinf vacation will begin on
Saturday, March 30, and classes
will not be in •••••ion until Monday, April 8. Cut* on March
29 end April 8 will be counted
double. Twelve weelu teats will
begin one week after spring vacation.

WPA Approves Plan
For New Infirmary
Behind Dormitories
Construction To Begin Next
Month; To Be Finished
By September

The federal WPA offices in Washington, D. C. approved plans for a
(40,000 infirmary according to a
statement by President Frank J.
Prcit Barring any difficulties which
may arise from the fact that WPA
funds will be appropriated July I
for the coming year, the building will
be ready for occupation next fall, the
President said.
Mechanical details of construction
are being worked out in the State
Architect's office in Columbus. Construction will begin sometime next
month.
The office of Dr. Helen Todd will
be moved from the Men's Gym to
the new building and the hospital
facilities in the Gym and in Shatzel
Hall will be dispensed with when the
infirmary is completed.
The architectural design, planned
by John P. Schooley, state Architect
includes modern facilities for hospitalization with accommodations for
20 beds.
The building will be located on the
Club Assigned Job
The Masque and Mantle was as- drive behind Shutzel and Williums
signed the job of patting on this Halls, midway between the two dorshow by the administration as a re- mitories.
sult of considerable agitation on the
campus for several years for such a
revue. The Masque and Mantle
chose the committee of five to get
the show organized.
It is planned to have approximately
200 students take part in the revue.
Several choruses for both song and
Visiting the exhibit of Venetian
dance will be formed. It is expected
that at least one swing band will be paintings at the Toledo Museum of
organized. New stage sets, novel use Art, were the art appreciation and
of scenery and lights, fancy and un- the introduction to art classes and
the AAUW art study group last
usual costumes will be created.
Rehearsals of various skits in the Thursday, Saturday and Sunday afrevue will begin soon after spring ternoons under arrangements made
vacation. It is expected that most by Miss Grace Wills, professor of
of the talent will have been chosen by industrial arts.
This collection, representing four
then and that the script will have
centuries from 1400 to 1800 of Venebeen completed.
tian painting, has been brought to
Toledo by Dr. Hans Tietze, visiting
lecturer and authority. The exhibit
is one of two important schools during Italian Rennaisance. Among the
33 artists represented are the famous
The annual Easter Sunrise Service, Titian, Tintoretto, and the three
sponsored by the Y.M.C.A. and Y.W. Bellinis.
Besides these original paintings
C.A., will be held in the University
auditorium tomorrow morning at 7 are drawings and sketches. Museum
officials consider this the finest exo'clock.
The speaker will be Rev. Charles- hibit ever displayed there.

Three Groups See
Venetian Paintings
At Toledo Museum

Easter Service Held
Tomorrow At 7 A.M.

worth of the Lutheran church. Howard Shine will lead devotions. Donald Grisier will play a violin solo and
organ music will be furnished by Miss
Myrtle Jensen of the music department.
Breakfast will be served at 6:30
in the Reception Hall with Mary Lavina Waggoner in charge.
Members of the Inter-Religious
Council who arranged for this service
are Margaret Kaiser, general chairman, George Dickey, Naomi Richter,
Gerald Ries, Roberta Hanline, Catherine Cosentino, and Mary Lavina
Waggoner.

Pitt Player* To Return
In 'The Adding Machine'

Nine Speakers
To Compete In
Knoxville Meet

!

Art Shanly To Enter Student
Assembly; Palmer Heads
Women Debate
Nine University speech students will leave tomorrow for
the Nation;.1 Pi Kappa Delta
Tournament and Speech Convention which will be held at
Knoxville, Tenn., next week. Six
debaters, one orator, one extemporaneous speaker, and one representative to the student assembly
have been entered from Bowling
Green by Prof. Upton Palmer.
Albert Boucher, transfer student
from George Washington University,
will speak in the extemporaneous contest. Michael D'Asaro, transfer from
Brooklyn College, will enter oratory.
Women debaters who will participate in the tournament are Cleo Short,
and Virginia Kurtz, freshmen, and
Roberta Hanline, junior. Men debaters will be Lawrence Kuhl and
Bruce Sidebotham, freshmen, and
John Bronson, sophomore transfer
from Toledo University.
Shanly Goes To Att.mbly
Art Shanly, a veteran representative of Bowling Green in the National
Tournament, will enter the Student
Assembly of the National Convention as the appointee from the Province of the Great Lakes.
Last year Shanly represented Bowling Green and the Province of the
Great Lakes at the Student Assembly
at Topeka, Kans. At the assembly
he was elected temporary clerk. Shanly's appointment to the assembly was
made by the chaivmen and coaches
of the Great Lakes Province.
Palmar Heidi Woman Debate
Prof. Upton Palmer who is finishing his second year aa speech instructor at Bowling Green is chairman of
the women's debate committee of the
tournament. In this capacity he will
have charge of the women's section
of the tournament.
This Is the thirteenth annual Pi
Kappa Delta tournament. Approximately 160 colleges will be represented, and it is being sponsored this
year by Maryville College and John
son City State Teachers College.
Mrs. Elden T. Smith will accompany
the group as chaperon.

Dr. Hoppes Named
Visiting Professor
At Illinois School
Dr. William C. Hoppes, professor
of Education, has received appointment as visiting professor in the
graduate school of the University of
Illinois at Urbana during the eight
weeks' summer session beginning
June 17.
He will teach two graduate courses.
One will be a reading clinic designed
to aid elementary school teachers.
The other is entitled Curriculum Problems and Trends in the Teaching of
Elementary
School Reading and
Language.
Dr. Hoppes, who has been at the
University for nine years, was given
the appointment because of his wide
experience as an administrator and
classroom instructor.
Mrs. Hoppes and the two children
will remain in Bowling Green during
the summer.

The Pitt Players, remembered on
the campus for their presentation of
"Brother Rat" last year, will return
to the University stage with "The
Adding Machine," an impressionistic
play by Elmer Rice, on April 10.
Requiring seven changes of scenery
and demanding unusual stage effects,
"The Adding Machine" is considered
a difficult play to present. It was
The University library will close
first produced on Broadway by the tomorrow afternoon, Mar. 21, at 5
Theatre Guild.
p.m. and remain closed until 8 a.m.
Monday, Mar. 25, according to Edmon Low, librarian.
Reserve books may be checked out
at noon tomorrow and will be due
at 8 a.m. Monday.
The regular hour for charging reserve books over the week-end is 11
a.m. on Saturdays. Last week's paThe 3 Kay sorority will formally ed an average of 2.73. The Las Amiper was in error when it stated that
receive the Esther Russell scholarship gas took third place with 2.70; the such books might be taken at 4 p.m.
Seven
Sisters,
fourth
with
an
average
cup at a tea in the lounge of the Woof 2.68; and the Five Sisters making Fridays.
men's Building at 4 p.m., March 26. a 2.52 average.
The 3 Kays won the cup by making
Mrs. W. H. Bachman, the house- Tryouts For 'Shrew* Will
an average of 2.82 during the first mother of the 3 Kay house entertainBe Continued Thi» Week
semester of this year.
ed the sorority members, the pledges
Gene Lewis, president of the in- and the sponsors, Miss Florence Baird
Tryouts for parts in the Shaketer-sorority council, will present the and Miss Margaret Yocom, at a din- spearian comedy "The Taming of the
cup to Violet Brubaker, president of ner party last week in honor of the Shrew," which will be presented on
the 8 Kay sorority.
sorority's winning the honorary cup. the University stage on May 16, 16,
Each semester, the cup is presentThe cop was originated by the Skol and 17, will continue throughout this
ed to the sorority which makes the sorority in 1930 in the interest of week, according to Elden Smith,
The speech instructor in charge of the
highest point average for the current promoting higher scholarship.
semester. The sorority's average is cup's name comes from Esther Rus- production.
Work will begin on the play aa soon
compiled by averaging die grades of sell, the first Skol president. The
all the members of '.he sorority. The cup has been held by the Seven Sis- as casting is completed, Mr. Smith
Phratra and the Skol sororities were ters since its beginning with one ex- stated. However, intensive rehearsals
tied for second place in scholarship ception when the Skols won it during will not begin until after Spring
vscation.
last semester. Both groups compil- the first semester of 1937.

3-Kays To Receive Esther Russell
Scholarship Cup For 2.82 Average

Give Concert Here April 8

Library Will Close
At 5 p.m. Tomorrow

Don Cossacks
To Sing Second
Concert Here
Famous
Choral
Group
Will Appear April 8
In Auditorium

The colorful Don Cossack
Chorus, the world's most celebrated choral organization, return to Bowline; Green for their
second appearance in a concert
in the Administration auditorium at 8:15, April 8.
The group is brought here
through the University Entertainment course, Prof. John Schwarz,
chairman. Activity cards will admit
University students, Professor
Schwarz said.
The entertainment
committee is inviting high school
students from northwestern Ohio.
Tho program is open to the public
with adult tickets selling at 76 cents
and students' tickets at 25 cents.
San, Hare la 1936
The 36 giant "singing horsemen of
the Steppes", under the leadership of
Serge Jaroff, made their first appearance on the campus in 1936.
They celebrate this year 16 years
as a musical unit singing concerts
Pintiixrd Comtek lieutenant, Serge Jaroff, will direct hit giant throughout the world.
With more
Cossack .inger., above, in their second concert in Bowling Green, April 8. than 4000 triumphal concerts in evReputed to be> the beit choral group in the world, the Don Cossacks will
■ ing the haunting; folk molocUe. of Ruwia, church music, and the stirring ery country of Europe as well as in the
Cossack soldier songs accompanied by shrill calls, barbaric shouts, and United States, Mexico, Australia,
New Zealand and the Orient behind
frenzied dancing.
them, the Don Cossacks offer for their
concert here a rare program of the
colorful folk songs and mighty liturgical music of a Russia that is no
more.
Take Name From Rivar Don
Taking their name from that part
of Russia through which the River
Don flows, the Don Cossacks are deIn keeping with Holy Week, one
scended from the fiery brigands of
of the most widely-known Easter
the past who splashed through forest
cantatas, Olivet to Calvary, by J. H.
and over mountains, across swamps
Maunder, will be presented by memand rivers, on reckless steeds, to
bers of the mixed chorus of the muplant the Russian flag over new and
sic department tonight at 8:30 in the
boundless territories.
Administration Building Auditorium
They were first organized as a
under the direction of R. M. TunniPresident Of B. G. Alumni musical unit in the notorious "Camp
cliffe, professor of music.
of Death" at Tchelengir near ConMiss Myrtle Jensen will play the
Association To Teach
stantinople, after the defeat of Genorgan acompaniment. The soloists
Freshman Biology
eral Wrangcl's White Army by tho
are Richard Jaynes, tenor, and RoBolsheviks. Herded into wire cages
bert Dierks, baritone.
Ralph A. Schaller, graduate of after tho Imperial Army was crushThe cantata is divided into two
parts reculling some incidents in the Bowling Green State University, and ed, tho Don Cossacks sought to forlast days of Christ's life on earth. president of the Bowling Green get the miseries of prison life by
The first part includes the rejoicing Alumni Association, has been named gathering at night about the open
campfire and singing their songs of
of the multitude when He entered
Jerusalem, the view of the city from to the faculty in the biology depart- tho "homeland."
Organised In "Camp Of Death"
Olivet, the lament of it, the scene ment, according to a statement from
One of the imprisoned Cossacks,
of the Temple, and the lonely walk President Frank J. Prout.
buck over the Mount at night.
Mr. Schaller, who is now teaching Serge Jaroff, had been a choirmaster
Part two opens with the Supper of at the Junior high school in Bowling before the war. His trained musical
the Passover and passes into the Green, will teach freshman biology ear noted at once the natural but
scene of the Garden of Gethsemsne. courses here next fall, Dr. Prout said. untrained beauty of the voices of his
fellow prisoners, and the idea of the
Jesus is forsaken by His disciples
He graduated in 1922 as a member
and the utter loneliness among foes is of the Book and Motor society. While Don Cossack Chorus was born. On
brought out in the story. Then comes an undergraduate at Bowling Green, release from the "Camp of Death",
the scene of the trial before Pilate, Mr. Schaller was active as a member the "Prison Chorus", which Jaroff
after which Christ bears His own of the Delhi fraternity, the Bee Gee organized and trained, drilling them
cross to His execution. The cantata News staff, and was a member of the night and day for more than twoends with the tragedy and triumph of first Bowling Green debate squad. years to an almost super-human harmonic perfection, was permitted to
Calvary.
Mr. Schaller received his M. A. remain intact.
from Ohio State University and has
They found their first recognition
16 hours worked out on his Ph. D. He as the choir of the famed Orthodox
is a member of the Masonic Lodge St Sofia Cathedral. A concert manaand lives at 124 S. College Drive. He ger, visiting the church realized the
married a Bowling Green alumna and countless box-office possibilities of so
has two children.
unusual an ensemble, persuaded Jaroff and his singers to give their first
recital of secular music. Their story
Only seven freshman English stufrom then on is a fabulous record of
dents were misplaced this year beinternational success, and today the
cause the Purdue Placement test
Don Cossack Chorus is rated the
score was misleading, reported Dr.
most papular musical attraction in tho
Gay Allen, Chairman of the Freshworld.
man Committee.
This test was given to every freshman this year, and the scores were
G-Man W. L. Listerman will speak
used to indicate whether the student to the Phi Alpha Chi Accounting
belonged in English 100 or 101. The
results were so favorable, when com- Fraternity tonight on the accounting
pared with semester grades, that the phase of investigation work.
Mr. Listerman is head of the CleveCommittee plans to use the test in
the coming year.
land branch of the Federal Bureau
Mary Partce, marimbist. and Noah
There was a possible score of 240, of Investigation and will address
Knepper, oboe player, Bowling Green
the highest being 233, and the aver
the fraternity at its annual banquet State University's representatives,
age for the entire department 182.
There were 25 A's in the freshman to be held in Kohl Hall at 6:30 p.m. walked away with highest ratings at
An invitation to join the Phi Al- the first tryouts in the Toledo district
English classes.
for places in Leopold Stokowski's
This year the Freshman Commit- pha Chi was extended to eight stu- NYA symphony orchestra.
tee, which is composed of Dr. Allen, dents at the last meeting, according
They will go to Cleveland next
Miss Harriet Hayward, and Miss to Dick Fruth, president. To be elig- month for a second audition under
Grace Durrin, did mostly experiment
Rudolph Ringwall, assistant conductor
al work. Their attempt is to stand- ible for the club, a student must be of the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra.
ardize what the student learns in enrolled in the College of Business The third and final audition will be
freshman English by providing for Administration with a minimum of held in Cleveland May 27, when
more or less rigid assignments. This 12 credit hours in accounting and Stokowski will hear the musicians.
rigidity will be emphasised more next an average of 2.6 in all accounting
Knepper, a Bowling Green product
year, and there will be an attempt to subjects taken.
who was national champion oboe playstandardize grades.
The prospective members are Han- er in high school, has been playing
nah Blackburn, Marie Decker, Scott regularly with the Toledo Symphony
Dysinger, Quentin Bowers, Don Ma- Orchestra. Miss Partee, a freshman
A. A. U. P. Meet* April 27
son, Don Lehman, James Ludwick, from Defiance, is one of the beat
mirimba players this university has
To Plan Regional Meeting and Lenhart Meyer.
Harold Hagemeyer, corresponding ever seen, according to Prof. M. C.
McBwen.
The local chapter of the American secretary, is making preparations for
If the two pass the next two sever*
Association of University Professors mailing letters of application to pos- auditions they will win positions In
sible employers telling of the graduwill hold a special meeting at 4:16
ating seniors and informing them of the Stokowski's orchestra which will
p.m. April 27 in 303 Administration
give concerts in many of the larger
to hear a report by Dr. L. B. Slater the school. This program has been
concerning the plans for next fall's carried out annually by the fraterni- citiies of the United States and South
America.
regional meeting of the organization. ty since it was founded in 1938.

Easter Cantata, Olivet To Calvary
To Be Presented Tonight At 8:30

Ralph A. Schaller
To Join University
Faculty This Fall

Experiment Shows
Purdue Placement
Test Is Efficient

G-Man To Address
Accounting Group
Tomorrow At Kohl

Two Music Students
Bid For Stokowski
Symphony Positions
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PAGE I

of oars are such that the best minds are needed
to help solve them. Standardized minds that
Published Every Wednesday of Collage Y*ar by The came to college in order to get credits, in order
to get a job, will not help much. But minds that
StudenU of Bowline Green Stat* University
came to get an insight and an understanding of
this puzzling world will leave with an ability to
1939
Member
1940
take part in unraveling some of the complexities
of modern life. — V.W.
Associated Gde&de Preu
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Get Behind This Show...
As is announced on the first page of the News
this week, the campus Masque and Mantle is
sponsoring a song and dance revue which will
be given in the University Auditorium on May
8. The Masque and Mantle is sponsoring the
show, but it is going to take the complete cooperation of the whole University to put this revue over.
,
.. . .
The editors of the News have long wwhed tor
and have several times proposed that such a
show should be given, and now the Bee Gee
News is ready to offer 100 percent cooperation
to the sponsors. The News asks, therefore, that
every student on the campus get behind the
show, talk it up, and help put it over with a bang.
Approximately 200 people are expected to be
needed for the casts. The best talent, the hidden
talent of the University must be uncovered, and
ft is up to every student on the campus to aid
in uncovering that talent. It's a big job, and no
single little group of students can do the job
alone. They do not expect to do it alone
The
committee of five appointed by Masq: a and
Mantle to arrange the show is depending on the
whole student body.
Volunteer for work in the revue.
It's going
to be one of the biggest things ever to strike the
campus, and you will want to be in on it. This
show will undoubtedly attract widespread attention throughout Ohio. Other college revues
have, and Bowling Green's will too — if the
University gets behind it.
The University is going to have a lot of fun
putting this show on. For a few weeks the University circle will be a B.G. Broadway. Chorus
girls will come and go; paint will fly; bright
costumes will arouse curiosity; signs will go up.
It will take work, of course, but it will all be a
lot of fun.
We students are going to do this job. The
faculty will be out in the cold until the night of
the performance. "Keep it pure," is the only
administrative admonition, and so we have a
clear road to put over a whiz-bang show with a
pep and punch that will rock the country.
Volunteer! Don't wait to be asked! Talk up
the show! Be a B.G. booster!

Consider The Inscription...
"Americans are increasingly coming to use the
ready-made clothes of the mind," once said an
eminent educator. In this age of mass production, of machine-made goods, college students
are becoming standardized, accepting the ideas
that others hand down to them, instead of formulating their own. And in standardization individuality is lost
The attitude a student has toward his courses
has a good deal to do with the truth of this idea.
Americans are notorious for "getting by." Too
often, we follow this procedure and learn only
enough to "crack" an examination. Much of the
time, we study just because there will be an examination; not because we have a keen interest
in the subject and want to find out all we can
about it. Going through college like this makes
superficial scholarship.
College education is not only in the classroom.
It has to be lived, sessioned over, integrated in
the individual. It is not something in notebooks.
In its deepest sense it can be the basis for a
broad understanding of contemporary life, an
understanding brought about by a thorough
knowledge of the roots of modern times.
College youth should be of a doubting, quizzing intellect.
The inscription on the library
building is worth remembering when entering
any class, or opening any book, or hearing any
lecture. "Not to contradict or confute," it quotes
Bacon, "Nor to believe and take for granted,
but to weigh and consider." Too many of us are
likely to accept what is told us, to be satisfied
with the externals of an idea and never stop to
dig in. This world, stormed and confused with
propaganda and falsehoods, is no place for the
gullible.
The problems that harass this complex society

Careful Where You Cut...
With the national congress considering N. Y.
A. fund reductions to counteract recent added
expense in armaments and loans to European
waring nations, and the expense of administering relief to war-stricken countries, one of the
better bits of legislation which came out of the
present administration is threatened to be
undermined.
For the past few. years, the National Youth
Administration has performed a real seisvice
by providing jobs to students on various campi
throughout the United States.
Without this
financial aid many students would not have
even entered or continued in college.
On Bowling Green's campus, over a hundred
students are directly benefited by N. Y. A. and
a majority of them would probably be forced
to quit school in the event that N. Y. A. appropriations are reduced.
The federal government should try to cut
its expenses of operation. No one will disagree
to that. But if the budget is to be cut, the place
to cut it is in the arms increase proposals, and
not the comparatively small N. Y. A. allotments.
N. Y. A. is an effective agency for keeping
students in college, where it is more customary
to carry textbooks than it is to carry guns.
If the government is looking for a place to
invest its money, it will certainly get a greater
dividend by investing it in the education of some
brilliant students, than it would by investing
it in the manufacture of war machines.—A. F.

Knock Before You Enter
By GORDON HUMPHREY

SCUM:
In the first issue of this alleged column which came
out just about a year ago I made the statement that it
would bo based on the assumption that all that stinks
is not news. It is not a gossip column, and therefore I
cannot use all the choice bits of dirt that have been donated to me for that purpose. While I take an occasional
pass at someone here and there, I try never to hit anyone who is not in a good position to fight back. The old
who ft mining around with who sines when and why
Is none of my business and in moat cases none of yours.
And though I often climb on the back of an idea or
some person representing certain ideas. I believe I've
been fairly successful in keeping my nose out of the
private business of private individuals. You can slip
me the dirt if you like, Pal, but I won't print it for you.

MERCHANTS OF DEATH:
In the foreword to the book MERCHANTS OF DEATH
Harry Elmer Barnes sets forth the statement that we
can't pin wars entirely on munitions makers, but that
wo can pin munitions makers on wars and the public
ignorance which makes them possible. The men who
make munitions arc the products of war, merely busincsa men who profit by an opportunity to make money
— as any business man will do. The things which make
wars possible are probably patriotism, nationalism, imperialism, etc. You can't stir up hate without patriotism and nationalism, and without imperialism there is
no cause to stir it up. This doe* not mean that patriotism is not good or that nationalism is all bad. Far from
it But the types of patriotism and nationalism which
support imperialism are bad because they are causes
of war. And, flag wavers to the contrary, no war ever
did anybojy much good. It is not a nice thing to have
munitions makers stirring up wars, but far worse ia
the public ignorance that allow* war*.
DRIPPINGS:
A teacher is often blamed because he is misinterpreted by his disciples.
What's wrong with the boxing business is this: People
won't pay to see fighter* *o poor that even Muuer can
beat them.

On The Q. T.
By BOYD MUSSER
We shouldn't let the world get too much of a start on
us. If most of us make more than one revolution per
day we can't stand the gaff.
Something should happen to 'Beetle Brow' Humphrey
and his stiff beard. A close shave would help consideribly.
Charlie Horse says, "What people say and what they
think are practically the same. The mouth is connected
with the brain and the brain with the mouth."
The wheel of hospitality is running at full speed at
Kohl Hall. Just one blow out after another.
Simile: As cynical as a fisherman baiting hi* hook
with the other guy's doughballs.
The proletarians vote for the upper crust, who celebrate
by getting pie-eyed.
Drinking, they tell us, is nothing more than a habit
The "nothing more" end of it comes when we're out of
coin.
The Indians used to torture the whites by half killing
them and leaving them li* for hour*. But that's nothing, our people today are half shot most of the time.
Guns were made for thoae who cant apeak a language.
We shoot our wad and throw the bullet
Spark plug to piston — I wiah that gasoline would
come bu»t in our chamber.

LACK OF COMPETITION IS DRAWBACK
'Round The Campus
TO SOCIAL MEDICINE, SAYS DICKERMAN
By DON RACER

By VIVIAN WALKER
The competitive element in th*
practice of medicine, which stimulate* ability, is one of the main drawbacks to the theory of socialized medicine, according to Dr. E. E. Dickerman, professor of biology, in a discussion of the pros a*nd cons of this
new social idea.
Dr. Dickerman pointed out that
the human element in the problem
had a great deal to do with its workability. Since confidence in a doctor is necessary, he believed that under any plan people would have to
be given a choice of doctors. He also
showed that many young doctor*
want to specialize and to practice in
large cities, even though the medical
situation is most backward in rural
districts. General practice, he said,
does not appeal to most undergraduate medical men today.
He granted that the medical situation as it is carried on now, was
not all a* it should be, but he did
not think complete socialization was
practical' at the present time. Partial socialization would be beneficial,
he thought, in this respect: "You
might have two doctors appointed
to a city, whose salaries were paid
by taxes. They would take care of
people who otherwise could not afford medical attention. The rest of
the physicians in the city would be
private practitioners keeping their
own patients."
Dr. Dickerman mentioned that experiments in cooperative medicine
are being tried at the present time
among small groups of doctors. For
instance, in Chicago, a group of doctors have a joint plan wherein patients pay a yearly fee which entitles
them to unlimited medical care for
that length of time.
One point greatly in favor of socialized medicine, Dr. Dickermun
said, was that it would help prevent
disease, whereas doctors are mainly
enKagcd in the curing of disease under the present system.
However,
he was convinced that the strong
point against the theory is the absence
of competition, which is likely to decrease medical efficiency.

Wing Tips
By HARRY HICKS
The ground school course as proposed by the C.A.A. is to be finished
on or before April 1. At that time,
nn inspector representing Washington authorities will drop in and put
the students through a complete and
exhaustive scries of teats on th*
theory of flight, navigation, meteorology. Civil Air Regulations, history
of aviation, aircraft power plants, and
a few other topics associated with
flying.
If this test is passed successfully and the actual flight test
is O.K., the lucky student will
then become the proud possessor
of a private pilot's license. From
then on, it is up to him to pile
up th* hours to acquire- a sufficient quantity to rate a commercial or even a transport license
and become skipper of a huge
cross-country flying machine.
Some of the boys may decide to
go to Randolph Field, Texas,
the training school for the Army
Air Corp*.
The uniform of a Captain of
American Airline* looks great, but
pretty boy* like Al Klopfenstein
should look nice in an Army Lieutenant's outfit. By the way, Al, do
you know the difference between
OFF and ON in relation to the
iwitchT Just wondering!
A Non-Solo Club has been organised by Slater, Vance, Preston, yours truly, and a few others. Those are th* boys who go
up oach time accompanied by a
"Shadow" commonly known as
th* instructor. Th* idea of th*
Club Is to SM how short * tim*
you ca* r*main a member and
how quickly you can join the
Solo Club. Cat it7 Oh well,
Murphy said h*'d l*t as* solo
before Labor Day; so don't give
up, fellas 1

At The Cinema

March 12, Walt Roper of P—borcot into an argument with s
Coeds Fly For Fun, ville
joiner in the industrial arts lab and
second best, losing th* tip
Profit In Air Course ofcamehis off
fourth finger on the right hand.
Any philatelic hound who has
some "tradin' stock" please contact
the writer as he has teveral who are
interested in stamp collection*.
W* h..r that P.dro All**, gradaate student, who built up the photographic
Arm
of
Myers and Allen has
sold said business
and rights to the G.
* M. Cut Rat*
Drugs. Now Pedro,
you can't start another one!
Th* girls in th*
Powell House are
slated for seclusion
as the diptheria epidemic has had them
Don Kagsr
quarantined
sine*
March. 14.
J. R. Todd of Marion Is back in
school sfter s week's absence uue to
an infection in his chin.
Ed Davidson of Bryan who works
in the Natatorium is a dead ringer
for Eddie Albert of "Brother Rat"
fame.
Heard the Treble Clef broadcast
over WSPD and they sounded swell.
We think that Jim Platt is destined
for a dandy position on some radio
staff.
This is th* first time in the history
of the University that a house father
Though monetary profits may be has become a pledge. Such is the
low, many Kohl residents are gaining| plight of Bob Eckert, Five Brother
a wealth of practical business ex-, pledge.
perlence in the various enterprises,
Fr**hmen Boop and Buckenmyer
now in operation In the dormitory.
are the best of pals — outside of the
Almost a community in itself, the1 squared circle. In their battle they
Hall boasts a tux rental and date bur- put everything they hnd in it, Boop
eau run by Abe Keown, a sandwich breaking the thumb on his left hand.
service for those who like midnight
In Boyd Musser's bout on th* Findsnacks run by Robert Brown, a pants lay VFW enrd the other night, the
and suit pressing company operated fight was stopped long enough to reby Max Hanke and Michael D'Asaro, move the banners strung across the
two film developing and printing en- ceiling as they kept slapping Muss
terprises, one run by the team of Dick in the face.
Bet "Beetle-Brow"
BloBsor and Bill Price, the other by Humphrey waB tickled.
James Ryan; two dry-cleaning and
Martha Walrath, Skol pledge, was
pressing agencies, one run by Charles former society editor for the SanRankowski and the other by Ray dusky Register. Seems as though it
Dubrowin. These men are, incident- runs in the family as the position is
ally, roommates.
now held by her sister.
There is also a sign-painting business, managed by Frank Szumlicz
and Ray Dubrowin, and a room-cleaning service run by Jesse Mittleman
and Frank Szumlicz.
Life with it* up* and downs may
become both recreation and vocation
for two campus coed*. They have
•corned land-lubbing and have taken
to the skyways. Reason: new aviation course at B.G.
Who: Bette
Pratt, freshman; and Leona Golbenic, sophomore.
Leona, who will fly for the fun of
it has a mind to try for the Women's
Derby in the National Air Races of
1945 or thereabout*.
When not
roaming around clouds she will teach
kindergarteners.
Bette Pratt, who
would be a commercial pilot, will
stick to nursing until (he realizes her
ambition.
Both girls say there is nothing to
be scared about thousands of feet
off terra firma. And having soloed,
they speak from the viewpoint of the
initiated.
However, they are not thrilled with
the idea of going home in a parachute. Leona, who apparently finds
the earth too crowded, says she likes
the feeling of "having the whole
sky to yourself."

Kohl Men Go Into
Business At Dorm

Poetry Corner

Letter To Editor
Mr. Editor:
We, of the United States, are a softhearted people, notoriously so. In fact,
we are so sympathetic that we can't
hear to have people half-way around
the globe suffering.
So we have benefit performances
by stars, benefit banquets attended
by prominent speakers, benefit athletic
contests, and donations pour in by
the thousands of dollars. (Much from
people who refuse to donate to charitable organizations.)
So we grant a loan to the Finns to
the extent of millions of dollars, most
of which we whacked out of the W. P.
A. aqd N. Y. A. appropriations to
curtail government spending. So we
save the lives, dignity, and heart of
the Finnish people and we are kind
and generous heroes with a reserved
seat in Heaven. . .
The other day in Toledo a man was
sentenced to from one to 25 year* in
the pen because he had the audacity
to steal food and money to feed and
clothe his family of six. So he is to
blame because he couldn't get a job
after he was dropped from the P. W.
A. and refused to see his children exposed to the cold and hunger.
The other day a pretty young woman in Seattle was found floating in
the Columbia River after she had
taken her life because there was no
work and no food.
A family in Indiana was found to
be suffering from a terrible case
of malnutrition because there had been
no substantial food in the house for
weeks. Investigation showed the father
had been dropped from the W. P. A.
in the government's drive to "balance
the budget" by attacking the defenseless people of our nation.
So we saved live* in the drive for
relief in Finland. Yet I we saved the
lives of a people whom we all admire
for courage and honesty, but we might
have prevented every incident that
is mentioned above, along with
hundreds of others.
So why not hold benefits, and collect donations for saving the lives,
dignity, and heart of our own American people!
Sincerely
Don Rager

Comedies are the schedule of the
week with Booth Tarldngton's "Seventeen," starring Jackie Cooper and
Betty Field, tonight through Saturday. It's the story of a first love affair with the "What a Life" team.
Jackie gets his first highball, first
kiss, and so forth. Hectic for him, but
hilarious for the audience.
A sophisticated comedy, "Too Many the law with the roar of his sixHusbands", with Jean Arthur and shooter. It'* a hair-trigger romance
Fred MacMurray, plays Sunday, Mon- of life in the old West
day. It's a modern Enoch Arden who, An Irish cop and hi* Irish family
comes home to find his wife married in true Irish romance is "Three
to another man with trouble resulting i Cheers for the Irish" which plays
on every hand.
i Sunday and Monday, starring Priscilla
"Dark Victory" with Bette Davis Lane, Thomas Mitchell, Dennis MorJand George Brent returns Wednes- gan, Alan Hale. Dad get* mixed np in
day and Thursday. A dramatic movie, politics, objects to hi* daughter's
it present* Davis in a role that won marriage to a young cop, but everythe coveted Screen Guild award.
thing turn* oat all right because
Th* western Friday and Saturday they're all Irish.
is "Taming of th* West" with BiU
"The Women," as men never see
(Wild BIU) Elliott. BiU take* over them, with Norms Shearer, Joan
th* town marshal'* badge and writes Crawford, Rosalind Russell, play*

On Whittling
On happy, joyful mornings,
A* I walk down the street,
I like to whistle marches,
To the tempo of my feet.
On dreary, rainy mornings,
When I'm sad and feeling lost,
A funeral dirge or blue tune.
Reflects my dreary thoughts.
But, anyhow, when whistling,
If I some friend can win,
If someone's day is gloomy,
And I let the sunshine in.
If a fellow's heart is lighter,
As he listens to my song,
I will feel the day's been worth it.
As I'm helping him along.
I really love to whistle,
But I hate to be a pert,
So in future I'll go softly
And let milady rest.
—The Whiatler

Sadie Hawkins
Ladies, get your lipstick out
And make yourselves look cute
It'* open season now for males—
Go out and get that brute!
There is no limit, so I hear,
Get all the game yon can.
The field is yours, don't hesitate;
Go out and get your man.
A gentleman will not refuse
A date, that'* very true.
But do not wait; get in the hunt
And get a man for you.
Carl LaRue

HOLLAND DAIRY
BAR
A grand place to m**t and g**d
things to **t

Tuesday-Wednesday. Clare Boothe's
famous play tells what women talk
about when they're alone.
CREETINC CARDS
CIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Latest creation in novelty
Custom Jewelry

PICTURE FRAME
and GIFT SHOP
180 S. Main St

See Our Complete Stock
of Spring Attire!
THE

ZEIGLERSHOP
148 S. Main St
CROFTS HOSIERY
S threads
86e
4 threads
7»c
Caprice Real Lac* $1.75
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Flashy Hurons, Oberlin Thinclads Invade Nest
Michiganders
Rated High In
Track Circles
Falcons, Underdogs, But
Expect To Do Better The
Last Year
A strong band of Michigan
Normal track men will be on
hand here this afternoon to meet
Coach Landis' thinclads in a
dual meet.
Last year the boys from the
Wolverine state handed the Falcon
track men a 88-18 white washing-.
Two seconds and ten thirds was the
best the Bee Gee could do against one
of the nations ranking track teams.
Dwight Toedter, who is suffering
from a bad knee this season, came
through with a second in the 880
event to lead the low scoring of the
Falcons.
Again this year Michigan Normal
sports a good track team. The Normal
lads are very strong in the long
distance and hurdle events. It
rumored from Ypsilanti that some of
the Michigan stars will not compete
today because of their taking part in
the coming Michigan A. A. U. Relays. With the group of promising
sophomores which Coach Landis has
en hand, the Bee Gees should be in
there battling for an initial victory
over a Ypsilanti track team.
Next Tuesday the Falcons end their
indoor season when they meet Oberlin. After the weather gets wanner,
Coach Landis will have his boys outside practicing for a tough outdoor
schedule.

Falcon Relay Team
Entered In Michigan
AA.U. Track Meet
Five Bowling Green thinclads will
invade Yost Field House at Ann Arbor, Mich., to compete in the annual
Michigan A. A. U. Relays, Saturday
night.
Coach Landis' boys will compete
only in the mile relay event. Those
who will run for the Brown and
Orange are Eddie Wellner, the River
Rouge speedster and high scorer of
the track team, Ralph Rotsel, Bryan
dashman, Earl Brillhart and Louie
DeSandro, the Maumee flyers. Captain Duff Madaras will also make the
trip as an alternate.
Although the Bowling Green boys
arc not favored to win their event,
they are expected to make a good
showing. Many of the intercollegiate
track stars of the surrounding states
will be on hand to compete in this
invitational event.
The Relays will be featured by the
presence of the great Finnish runners,
Taisto Maki and Paavo Nurmi. They
will meet each other In a long distance
event, which is the feature of the one
night meet
COUPON—Thie adv. and 86c will
clean and press a pair of trousers,
a sweater, or a skirt.
Heme
Laundry and Dependable Dry
Cleaners, 186 W. Weoster St
PEANUTS ROASTED DAILY
FRESH POPCORN

CORNER NEWS STAND
Main and Wooster

SPRING TIME MEANS
KODAK TIME . . . FREE DEVELOPING AND ONLY 8c
PER PRIOT FOR FINISHING
. . . YOU WILL BE CHARGED
ONLY FOR THOSE WHICH
COME OUT PERFECTLY!
CUT
• RATE

ttl.£. DRUGS
FREE DEVELOPING

A BIRTHDAY!
Let's surprise your roommate with a cake with all
the flxens!
Drop in or call
SHIEDHAUR'S

Sanitary Bakery
80S N. Main

Phone 9514

SOONER OR
LATER EVERY
STUDENT STOPS
AT THE

Whitehouse
Hamburger
Shop

Feathers From
The Falcon
Nest
By DUNNY

Fighters Stage Slug-Fests In
Finals Of Boxing Tourney As
Eight Champs Are Crowned

From The
Feminine
Field
By VIRGINIA ALCUIRE

Falcons Host
To Cardinals
In Last Meet
Landis Plans Out Door Work

ANOTHER GOOD IDEA . . .
At a meeting of the Square Dance
For Charges After
Before I begin on what I call "anGroup last week it was decided that
Tuesday's Meet
other good idea" it might be wise to Knock-Outs
the
organisation would hold regular
Feature Card Of Spirited Battles;
give some explanation in an endeavor
sessions on the first and third Mon'House
Of
Silver'
And
Kohl
Hall
First
Floor
With winter in the home
to justify the apparent failure of my
days of every month.
Tie For Trophy With Twenty Points Each
other "good" idea. I have an answer
The purpose of the stretch and sprinK almost at
from Mr. Waring, but from it I have
group is a purely so- hand, the Bowling Green indoor
Plenty of bloodshed and the sort of action which keeps a crowd
come to the conclusion that the Chescial one. The dancers track season will be brought to
terfield artist has been swamped by on its feet featured the final round of the Varsity Club's annual
will originate their an end Tuesday afternoon when
similar petitions to such an extent boxing tournament Monday night.
own repertoire and the Orange and Brown track
that it may be a long time until he
will perform at the team plays host to the thinclads from
The card closed with Big Bob McCloud, 203 pound Toledo
will be able to get around to Bowling product, punching out a decision over game and rugged Joe DeCountry Dances held Oberlin College.
Green.
in the Women's Build- The strength of the Oberlin squad
Falco, 195 pounds of Walbridge, Ohio. DeFalco lacked the exThough he proming.
perience
to
solve
the
fast
punching
style
of
his
heavier
opponent.
Is not known but it is thought that
ises fo rememier us
Virglala
Election of W.A.A. they will present a fair team. In
DeFalco
landed
the
heavier
punches,
but
McCloud's
punching
was
in the future, I have
Aleuire
officers for the yeart 1938 they breezed through the Ohio
information to the ef- continuous.
In the bantamweight division Steven Stavrides, 115 pounds 1940-1041 unit be held in the lounge Conference meet in fine style by winfect that the Univerof New York City, won over Milton of the Women's Building March 27 ning enough firsts to take top honsity of Alabama hae
ors.
Last year they placed well
Klein, 116 of Cleveland, in the cur- at 7 p.m.
tent a telegram bearWith the diptheria quarantine on among the first in the annual spring
tain raiser by virtue of heavier and
ing the signatures, of
more accurate punching. Stevrides had the Powell House several familiar affair.
no lets than 7000 stuThe Oberlin squad will be hindered
little difficulty in solving Klein's faces around the gym will be no more
dent* and faculty, and
Th« following moil wor* <!•for several weeks — mainly Bette by the loss of captain-elect Jarvia
southpaw style.
dared champion* in lh«ir rospoC'
there ha* been no
R. Dunlp.c.
Baker, Marie Baker, and Bonnie Strong who recently dropped from
Sautter Wins
live weight division, of tho Allnewt ai-ailatle at
Cimput
Boxing
Tournament
In the featherweight division Bob Boulis. Here's offering sympathy 'n school. Several cross country stars
prett time to the effect that they reare expected to be among the men
ipnniorcd by the Varsity club.
Sautter, 125 pound defending champ- everything.
ceived a tong by Waring for their efCaptaint of end-basketball teams to run in the long distance events.
Tho tourney, an annual affair,
ion from Grand Rapids, Ohio, won a
fort!.
D. C. Kinsey is hesd track coach as
are
as
follows:
Wilma
Cole,
Arlene
wa. hold March 11, 13, and 18.
third round T. K. O, over Audrey
After this elongated rambling, I am
Mclntire, 119 of Marion. It was Mc- Fisher, Phyllit Fauble, and Marie well as cross country mentor.
115 pound
ready to stick my chin out and offer
To date the Landismen have been
Intire's fight until early in the second Haker.
my newest and best "good idea".
STEVE STAVRIDES
Although it's far, far in the future, very successful in their indoor schedround when he took a hard right hand
125 pound
Granting that our institution of
a
water
show
featuring
the
rythmic
ule
but the last two meets will be the
punch
under
the
heart
from
which
he
higher learning hae not the tradition)
BOB SAUTTER
swimming group, life saving demon big test of their actual strength.
never fully recovered.
135 pound
or the ivy-covered walls tJiat tome of
Hard punching Chuck Silvers, 134 strations, varsity diving, and com- Sophomores have held the dominatCHARLES SILVER
her neighboring echoolt have, we still,
pounds from Lima, won the light- petitive events for both men and ing place in the point getting of the
145 pound
have had some 26 yeart of inter-col-1
weight title by pounding out a decis- ] women will be given May 4.
Falcons this season. Jay Purker, EdDAVE SILVER
legiate athletic competition, and, at
ion over shifty Frankie DeVorak, 1841 Another event in the natatorium die Wellner, Earl Brillhart, Ralph
155 pound
far at I can find out, there it no place!
pounds from Cleveland. Silver, who. according to Mist Jean Drake will be Rotsel and I/iuis DeSandro have all
JACK SPELMAN
on the campus where the public can \
is witling to take a few to get within lo splash party given by the ryth- looked very good on the indoor track.
165 pound
view a complete and well-organized
The first outdoor meet is scheduled
punching range, landed telling blows wire sivimmers. Coeds from other colCHARLES BUCKENMEYER
group of Vniversity records, trophies,
to
DcVorak's head and body in all I leges will be invited to the affair over for the curly part of April.
175
pound
and tradition-building nick-nacks.
which
Numa
Trauh
will
preside
as
three
rounds.
DeVorak
landed
several
FRANK
UZAK
Other schools throughout the state
Heavyweight
chairman. The tentative date for the sent to schools all over Wood County.
hard rights to the head.
have displays that serve as fine pubThis week other invitations will be
Silver No. 2 Victorious
IHirly has been set for May 26.
BOB MC CLOUD
licity mediums as well as something
Defending champion, Dave Silver,
In connection with the high school extended to other high schools in this
to stimulato high school spirit in the
141 pound Lima fighter, slipped, dodg- play day, fifty invitations have been part of Ohio.
school itself.
ed and punrhed his way to easy three
On the second floor of the men's Muscle Club Forms
round victory over Harry Slawson,
gym there is ample space for thit purConstitution; Plan
141 pounds from Bowling Green.
pose; in fact, the pretent cote there
Intramural Match Slawson, having his first fight, was
was intended for thit useno match for the clever and seasoned
In the past the Varsity Club has
The weight-lifting club, one of the Dave Silver, who is one of the most
embarked on such projects and carpolished collegiate boxers in Ohio.
Of Funds And Field May Handicap Mentor;
ried them to successful conclusions, campus' youngest organizations, has
Jack Spelman garnered the Senior- Lack
so why can't a project such as is been making rapid progress. A con- welterweight crown by what authoriEight Games Already Booked; Many
stitution
has
been
formed
by
President
outlined above be undertaken and
ties considered a very questionable
Veterans Return For Service
Henry
Squire
and
Secretary-Treascarried to completion so that the Unidecision over Frank Cassabon, 161
versity may have something on this urer Elmer Solt. The members work pound Maumee fighter. Spelman, who
Emory University has recently reDespite the obstacles of playing
out every night of the week and any
order.
ceived $3,000,000 to aid in the deweighed in at 160 pounds and hails
My plan would include the collec- person interested in joining should from Cleveland, wus bleeding about space, financial deficiency, and last velopment of a great university cention of recordt, statistics, pictures get in touch with any member of the the nose and mouth after the first year's record, Coach Warren Steller ter in the Atlanta area.
is confident of a sparkling baseball
and trophies for each sport down club.
After spring vacation the club is round. The bout was packed with team this spring.
An eight-game
through the yeart.
action which kept the crowd on its card has been arranged in what apSTOP
Of course, there are many ways to going to have a meet with clubs from feet and strained many a lyrnax.
pears to be a record tough season.
IT'S WONDERFUL
attack the problem and all of them Sandusky and Toledo. The first part
165
Puumlrn
Wage
Battle
However, nine returning pluycrs
could well end with gratifying suc- of May the club will hold an intra
Chuck Buchenmyer, 163 of Swan- brighten the prospects.
mural
tournament.
cess.
ton, won a hard fought decision over
As was true last year, the team
OUR
Blaine Sterner, 161 of Navarre. Both
boys were southpaws. Buckenmyer will be forced to practice and pluy
home
games
on
the
city
park
diamond
clinched the decision by landing
several straight punches to the head because of the non-completion of our
own athletic field at the rear of the
in the closing round.
"Stoic" Frank Uiak, the boy with Women's Building. The scanty alLunches
Church, Smith, Wolfe, O'Neil, Allen, Prout, Arnold, the imperturbable kisser, won the lotment for baseball has curtailed
much of the baseball program.
light
heavyweight
crown
by
outpunchCharles And Gibbs Capture Firsts In
Wittenberg, Kent State, Ypsilanti,
ing Leo Bayless of Findlay. Uzak,
Gala Riding Show
DAIRY
who weighed in at 176 hails from Lor- and Findlay have again been schedain. Bayless weighed 176. Uiak lost uled in home-and-home games with
BAR
The University's first gymkhana Gibbs. Mary Louise Hohler placed the first round on a foul but won the the possible addition of Bluffton.
sponsored by the Boots and Saddle second and Ruth Esckilsen third.
These
teams
proved
a
little
more
than
The advanced equitation event was second by a slight margin and the
Club was held in the riding ring at
third round by a wide margin, due to Mr. Steller's horse-hiders could hanthe University farm Saturday after- won by Wills Volk with Charles Drake several hard punches to the body.
dle last spring, but the team is opof
Tiffin
second,
and
Mary
Frances
noon.
EASTER
'House of Silver" and Kohl Hall 1st timistic in view of the fine array
The first event was the showing of Church third.
of returning talent.
JEWELRY GIFTS
Three events were not held because floor tied for point trophy. Winner
the 3-gsited horse with Mary Frances
This year's roster will include nine
Church up. The second event was the of the unfavorable condition of the is to be decided later.
stars of the 1939 season. Ed Welker
Distinguished and exquisite.
showing of a 6-gaited horse with ring.
at first sack, Ed Mussill on the keyPriced moderately for those
The judges were Mrs. Mervin
Msrgaret Smith up.
stone,
Tippy
Michaelis
at
shortstop,
with the best of taste.
and
Mrs.
Lownsbury
of
Perrysburg
The egg and spoon race was won
and Jack McNeel in the hot corner
V.
L.
Magers
of
Tiffin.
by Mildred Wolf. In this event, the
will comprise the veteran infield.
The announcer was Michael D'Asaro
first contestant to carry an egg in a
Dunn, Steele and Grignon will
spoon twice around the ring was the of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fourteen members of the North- be the out fielders.
Also AUiwinner.
western
Ohio
Press
Box
Club,
an
or116 N. Main St
on and Soskey will wear the mask
In the fourth event, called "Handy
ganization
of
sports
writers
and
ediand glove, while Wayne Michaelis
Hands," the contestants displayed
tors,
of
the
more
prominent
papers
and Al Soskey are veterans who will
their skill in the handling of the
of this section, held a dinner-meeting pitch.
horses. Lavonne O'Neil was the winin
the
private
dining
room
of
Kohl
ner with Geraldine Arnold second,
SENIORS!
Hall last Monday evening.
and Margaret Smith third.
The journalists, as guests of the
APPLICATION
Swim coach Budd Cox announced
Let's Go To . .
The potato race was won by Ruth
University, toured the campus and
PICTURES
Allen. Other contestants were Mary last week that all eleven men of the attended the finals of the All-Campus
varsity swimming team would reLouise Gibson and Wills Volk.
mm
m ,weater
f r 1,Ut Boxing Tournament
Fr7nce^~Prout"and Geraldine Ar.|<*i™ ,
^
" °
The newspapermen who attended
Special rates to Sororities
4 proofs for your selection
nold were the winners in the pairs Be»on" »*£**•., „„„„,. __. the meeting and the papers they reand Fraternities
class with Glendor. Wood, and MaryLjS£7wXSSd^^b^i present are E. M. Mann, Northwest
Chicken Center Briclu For
Louise Gibson winning second place. ^"P""" "» •"■*» >
„_-., News of Napoleon; Paul Gallaghan
'stroke artist who was high scorer
Easter,
29e
week
day.;
Sarah Charles won first place in for the Falcons; Vie Peterson, Norm and Fred Edwards of the Bellevue
Sundayi, 25c
the horsemanship class. Rita Fender Robertson, and Ellsworth Nibeck, Gazette; Ralph Kwilus of the Fostoria
was second and Lenore Bergett was dash men; middle distance men Bill Review; and Jesse Williams of the
104 N, Main
Ph. 9041
third in this event.
Special Lunches 25c
Warren and Walt Roper; divers Bud Tiffin Advertiser-Tribune.
The eighth event was another horse- Francis and Dave Silver; Frank
Jim Temple of the Sandusky News;
manship class and was won by Lorene Szulmicz, backstroker; Charles Down Millard Foreman of the Toledo Blade;
DEAN FLEAGLE—C
er, breast-stroker, and Bob North, Walter A. Krupp and Bill Sharkoff
Gat Top Performance With
of the Port Clinton Herald; Marshall
free style swimmer.
ATLANTIC GASOLINE and
Freshmen who will be given numer- Sherer of the Wood County RepubMOTOR OIL
als and who should give all the re- lican; Larry Newman and Ivan E.
ATLANTIC WHITE
Compliments of
turning mermen support next sea- Lake of the Bowling Green Sentinel
FLASH
son are: Don Greetham, Bob Smith, Tribune and Duncan N. Scott, pubBring
in
your
entire
lications
adviser
of
Bowling
Green
Cor. a Main and Washington
Willard Chapoton, Jack Bersee, Jean
family's shoes for free
Bellard, Leslie Carter, Bob Osthiraer, State University.
Sherrard Ross, Al Adelman, Austin
check-up
Kelsch, Dave Young, Jim Gray, Jack
OH BOY!
DeMuth and Don Miller.
MARCH 18-23
FOR
WE'RE OFF FOR
Jim Place and Clair Kneer, managNational SHOE
A
SWELL
TREAT
ers, will be given numerals for their
"CHECK-UP" Day.
QUALITY
season's work.
AT THE
No Chare* or Obligation

Meet The Champs

COACH STELLER LAYS PLANS FOR BIG
BROWN AND ORANGE BASEBALL SEASON

BOOTS AND SADDLE CLUB SPONSORS
FIRST ANNUAL UNIVERSITY GYMKHANA

25c

HOLLAND

Journalists Hold
Meet On Campus

STRAWSER'S

Coach Cox Awards
Swimming Letters

ISALY'S

12 for $2.25

Ariel Walker
Studio

Church Says:

The Bank of
Wood County

DAIRY PRODUCTS

Model Dairy

Midland College has a special
courtesy week during which students
wear such tags as "smile" and "thank
yon."
Drake University radio students
broadcast 870 shows a year over Iowa
broadcasting stations.

GIANT
HAMBURGER

CHURCH

Messber

SHOE SHOP

The Federal Deposit

S. Main Street
Neat to Crou Motor Sain
OPEN ALL NIGHT

148 West Wooster St.

la.araac* Core.
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BEE GEE NEWS

DR. J. J. CURRY
OPTOMETRIST
Phone 9141

116 B. Court

Has
POST-LENTEN ACTIVITIES GIVE PROMISE Collegians Play At Faculty'G.Club
W. T. W.' Party
Dance
OF FULL SOCIAL CALENDAR FOR APRIL Commoner
Saturday Evening

W.S.G.A. Tea And Dance Will Be Held On April 10;
Skols Open Sorority Formal Season On The 13th;
Two Forma Is Scheduled For April 19

Expert Beauty Work to

By MARTHA WALRATH

fit your individual

With Easter vacation starting Friday and eight days of
spring vacation following close on its heels, social events at Bowling Green for the next two weeks will be at a minimum. However, post-lenten activities will resume with classes. First of the
scheduled events will be the Women's Student Government Association tea, dance and installation of officers to be held on Wednes-

style

Kay-Ann
Beauty Shop

Spring Dretiei, CoaU,
Accessories, Hosiery
Now Being Featured
at

KESSEL'S

To Our Customers—
REMEMBER
THIS
IS
EASTER WEEK-END; SO
MAKE
YOUR APPOINTMENTS
EARLY
AND
AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT.

Vanity Shop
"In The Modern Home"
110 S. Prospect
Ph. 6031

Bowling Gr-en'»
Travel
Headquarters

LOWEST
FARES

by
BUS
for your
trip home for
Easter

C.&L.E.Bus
Station
LLOYD'S DRUG STORE
102 N. Main St.
Phone 8171

day, April 10.

•

First of the sororities to give their
sprinft formal will be
Skol. The dance will
be held on April 13 in
connection with a reunion. April 19 promises to be a big eve<
ning on B.G.'s campus with both the Three
Kay sorority and
M. Walralh
Kohl
Hall holding
formal dances. The Phratra Sorority formal will be given on April 26,
with the next evening being the date
chosen by the Seven Si.ii.n- sorority
for their dance.
Numerous other
smnller events are scheduled on the
social calendar for the month of April.

Five Brothers bald a houa* party,
Saturday evening, March 16 at the
fraternity house. Music for dancing
was provided by a "vie" and later in
the evening nearly 30 brothers and
guests roasted marshmallows and
weiners over the newly constructed
fireplace in the basement.
The fraternity, in accordance with
an old custom of attending a different church in a body once a month,
attended the Catholic church in body
last Sunday. Chaplain Bob Bowers
states that nearly 46 brothers and
pledges were present.
The first degree for the 24 pledges
will be held Tuesday night, March 26,
according to G. A. P. Dale Good.
A large chair and davenport have
been purchased as additional furniture
for the parlor of the fraternity house.
Brother Bill Frakcr, now student
nt Ohio State University, was a weekend visitor at the house.
Tho Five Brothers sent a check
along with Harold Bishop and Mike
Kormazis who played in a benefit
basketbal game for Alumni brother.
Cliff Conrad, who is still in the Flower
hospital.

Skol pledges entertained the members with a spring party last evening
nt the home of Martha Jordan, Troupe
Avenue. An Easter fashion parade
was the feature of the evening and
each member was presented with a
new "Easter bonnet".
Games of cards were arranged for
play and nt the close of the evening
refreshments were served.
About
thirty members and 22 pledges attended the party.
Marjorie LeVally was general chairman in charge of the party arrangements.
Other committee members
were decorations, Joan Coulon, chairman; Martha Jordan, Georgia Wiesler, Dorothy Boskey, Noma Traub,
ami Mary Lou Mertz; entertainment,
Teilca Arnold, chairman; Annette
Persons, Mary Frances Church, Martha DeWesc and Martha Walrath;
food, Margaret Persons, chairman;
Idcne Mitchell, Leila Si..hi, Gaylc
Bnosembark and Ruth Wolfe.
More than 200 musicians rapreienl
ing 64 high schools in the northwestern and north central districts of the
Ohio Music Education Association
who attended the band and orchestra
festival at the University last Saturday dined at Kohl Hall after a day of
strenuous rehearsals.
Nearly 160 members of the local
Kiwanis and Rotary organizations
aiii-Mil.nl a joint meeting of these
groups at Kohl Hall last Thursday
evening. The main spenker wns Dr.
II. II. Maynard, professor of business
organization at Ohio State University
and former lieutenant-governor of
Kiwanis Division Five. Mr. Maynard
spoke on "You and Uncle Sam."
Dinner guests at the dormitory during the past week included Mr. and
Mrs. John Bunn, Mr. and Mrs. Budd
Cox, Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Scott, and
Mr. and Mrs. Elden T. Smith.

Creating a real sensation and packing the galleries during a 16-minute
jam session, the Wilberforce Collegians made their debut on the campus at the Commoner's formal dance
in the reception hall last Saturday.
Predominating the decorations was
a lighted Commoner crest and an
improvised canopy over the band
stand. The crest, which was hung in
the back ground of the band, was encircled by 60 white disks bearing the
names of all the fraternity members.
A short entertainment feature arranged by Bob Baron, was presented
during intermission. A quartette of
pledges sang out their woes as underprivilegede neophytes in a mock operatic arrangement by Baron. Pledges
taking part were Dick Jaynes, Bob
Martin, Walter McConnell, and Bob
Hunter.
Punch and wafers were served
during the evening. The dance programs were a black plastic engraved
with the Commoner crest.
Chaperones included President and
Mrs. Frank J. Prout, Dr. and Mrs.
II. B. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. William
Dunipace, Dr. and Mrs. Clyde Hissong, Dr. and Mrs. Walter A. Zaugg,
and Prof, and Mrs. Willard E. Singer.

Tha opening of tha new recraalion
room at Williams Hall was held last
week. The room has been furnished
to provide the girls with cooking appliances as well as chairs, tables and
a place to dance.
At the party Mrs. Josephine James
and Mrs. Herriff presided at the
serving table. An arrangement of
[.-in -i.
centered the table.
Hot
chocolate and cookies were served and
La. Ami,., plcdgei gave a St. during the evening the girls enjoyed
Patrick's party last evening for the dancing and other diversions.
active members.
Rev. Paul Moore, a 1939 B. G.
These pledges are Anita Mathew,
graduate who is now attending Yale
Jean Bice and Joan Weaver, Marion
Merickle, Jean Mersereau and Nova Divinity School, informally chatted
with the Y.M.C.A. members about
Groll, Betty Hite, Harriet Troyer,
life on the New Haven campus at
Betty Lovcland, Catherine Smith, last week's meeting.
Marjorio Hilt, and Virginia Kurtz.
It had been announced that Bob
Miss Grace Wills entertained four Shimoda, a Japanese friend of RevIJIS Amigas and seven rushees at a
erend Moore who is also attending
luncheon, Thursday, Feb. 22. The Yale, would address the Y but ho
glow of blue and silver candles added was unable to do so because of anto the atmosphere. The afternoon other engagement in Detroit
was spent playing cards and Chinese
While enrolled here, Moore, a memcheckers.
ber of the Commoner fraternity, was
active in the Y.M.C.A., the U.C.R.L.
First dagraa aarvicaa war* given and Emerson Literary Society. He
to the Seven Sister sorority pledges was widely known for his ability as
last Tuesday evening by the president, a public speaker.
Ruth Spackman. Inspection was held
by Virginin Cross, pledge captain.
Phratra pledgai have been buty
Present at the meeting were Miss this last week fulfilling their duties.
Florence Litchfleld and Miss Caroline Pledges were required to dress in
Nielsen, sorority sponsors, and Miss their "Sunday best" and to carry a
Grnce Tressel.
suitcase to all their classes, nnd then
The pledges have been assigned to on Friday they climaxed the week
their big sisters and will continue to by presenting an apple to each of
do pledge duty. They are also wear- their teachers.
ing their gold pledge pins.
At a meeting last evening pledges
Betty (iacth and Marian Knepp.'r made up their honor points by giving
visited at the house for the weekend. talks on their hobbies. They were
Word has been received that Mrs. given a test on the sorority's constiB. H. Urschcl, former Seven Sister, tution and were required to sing the
who has been seriously ill at Toledo sorority song and to recite the Greek
alphabet.
Hospital, is recovering.

The gay, colorful gowns of the Civil War period were worn at the
Faculty Women's "Gone With The
Wind" party Thursday evening. Some
of the most outstanding costumes
were worn by Miss Helen Henderson,
Miss Marvelene Day, Mrs. Warren
E. Steller and Miss Lena Mills.
Some of the guests were dressed
as old-fashioned southern gentlemen.
Miss Emilie Hartman led the group
in round and square dances.
Miss Myrtle Jensen accompanied
a chorus that sang old-fashioned
songs with gestures. Members of the
chorus were Miss Emilie Hartman,
Miss Neva West, Miss Caroline Shaw,
Miss Helen Henderson and Dr. Florence Litchfleld.
Mint "julep" and chocolate cakes
were served for refreshments. The
table was decorated with candles and
pink carnations.
FOR HAIR-DO'S YOU'LL ADORE
Call The Girls at

THE GERTRUDE SHOP
310 E. Wooster (It's Handy)
PHONE 2191

FLOWERS ...
Easter Time . .
See our wide
sele c t i o n of
Plants and
Flowers for
Easter.
We Telegraph
Flowers

BRIGHAMS
THE FLORIST
"Corsage* Our Specially"
Phone 2931
WADE McCLUGGAGE—L

TRIANON
TOLEDO

Easter Sunday
March 24

PERMANENT WAVE
SPECIAL
(Good Until April)
Reg. $3.50 Triple Oil
Wave, now
$1.95
Reg. $5.00 Machineless
Wave, now .
$2.50
End Carl
$1.50
All permanents guaranteed

Creative Beauty
Shop
123 E. Court

Woody
Herman
And His
Orchestra
Advance Sale Now

Ph. 9811

OVERHEARD AT THE PARROT
Coming Events Cost Their Shadows etc. Dept — Tims:
1950 A. D. Place: New York City (Unless the A. Hitler Co. changes
the name by then) Cast: Local talent I Hobbling along on
crutches yours truly observes the following: Senator and Mrs.
P. Clark shopping In Saks Fifth Avenue for "little things In pink
and blue"; the fifth time tool . . . Mayor "Little Flower, the
second", Wilenslri feeding the pigeons In Central Park between
glances at ihe two-somes on the benches, something he never
experienced! . . . "Elsie" Nlbeck struggling with his beer truck
In the late traffic I (He never could forget the smell of Georges I)
. . . "Benny" Schulman In a white coat and cap and pushing
his streamlined cart marked. "D. S. C. Dept." waves a greeting to Patrolman Jim Zechmanl . . . Stopping traffic at Broadway and 49th is lovely LaVonne O'Neil. No. 1 hoofer In the
Paradise revue 1 (We finally got her out of Burlesque 1) She is
closely followed by the new D. A. "Honest" Bill Cromer who Is
held In tow by the Current Stage Sensation, actress Gloria La
Verre (I knew her when she was Just Welda B.l) . . . Breezing
Into Club "21" we hear the strains of a rhumba rendered by that
popular Maestro Norm Robertson and his Gaucho Serenaders.
He features "Duck" Berry and the voice of lovely lean Drake.
(Exercising her voice muscles instead of her arm muscles.) Behind the bar Is congenial "Buck" Rohrs, whose best customer
Is socialite Ruth Osbom (They're as close as the scotch and soda
he pours!)... So as we sit at the bar chatting with an old friend.
Bob Franks, who Is still taking post-graduate courses (now at
Columbial) our memories wonder back to our college days I
Days at Bee Gee with "all the gang" at the PARROT!

THE LYRIC
WED.-THUR.
M.r 20-21
Bette Davis, George Brent in

"DARK VICTORY"
FRI..SAT.
Mar. 2223
Open 2:16 Sat.
BILL ELLIOTT in

^ Ox/i/ (Combination of itsfan*/

"Taming Of The West"
Plu. Chapter One

"Drums of Fur Manchu"
Ailniisiii.ii lie, 16c
SUN.-MON.
Mar. 24-25
Open 2:15 Sun.
Thomns Mitclu'H, Priscilla Lane,
Alan Hale, Irene Harvey in
"Three Cheers For The

Irish"
TUE.-WED.-THUR.
Mar. 26-27-28
Xi.niia Shearer, Joan Crawford in

"THE WOMEN"
JOSEPH SMITH

THE CLA-ZEL
THUR.-FRI.SAT.
March 21-22-23
2 FEATURES 2
Jackie Cooper, Betty Field in
Booth Tarkinfrton's

"SEVENTEEN"
Also
"Calling Philo Vance"
Admission lie, 31c
SUN.-MON.
Mar. 24-28
Open 2:16 Sun.
Fred MacMurray, Jean Arthur in

"Too Many Husbands"

The Hill Sisters
Queens of Basketball

DEFINITELY MILDER

Marjorie, Itabel, Ruth,
Batty and Helena of
W. Hem p. teed, L. I..
ached by their father,
have woo 80 out of 84
tfamea... a combination
that yon can't maCoh
anywhere.

COOLER.SMOKING
BETTER-TASTING

TUE. — Open 2:46 — Mar. 26
TOM BROWN in

"Ma! He's Making
Eyes At Me"
WED.-THUR.-FRI.-SAT.
Mar. 27 28-29 30
Open 2:16 Sat
Mickey Rooney in

"Young Tom Edison"
ALICE DINSMORE

uCopjtltkl 1»40.

Oiesterfiel

SSM. oT

The RIGHT

COMWNATION

of the world's best cigarette tobaccos

lou can look the country over
and you won't find another cigarette
that rates as high as Chesterfield for
the things that smokers really want
Chesterfield's RIGHT COMBINATION
of the world's best cigarette tobaccos
is way out in front for mildness, for
coolness, and for better taste.

